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“How Long Will They Mourn Me?”

Las Vegas, Nevada, was burning hot on Friday, September 13, 1996. Outside the University Medical Center, a small crowd sweated. The temperature soared to 100°F (38°C). The group was mostly young, mostly African American. There were dozens of children. They were there because of Tupac Shakur, the rapper as famous for his police record as for his music. Inside the hospital, Tupac was fighting for his life.
Six days before, Tupac had been shot four times. He had been riding in a car driven by Marion “Suge” Knight. Knight was a close friend. He also owned Death Row Records, Tupac’s record label. At a stoplight, a white Cadillac pulled up next to Knight’s car. Someone inside opened fire. Tupac was hit twice in the chest, once in the hand, and once in the leg. Knight wasn’t seriously hurt.

Still, few people thought Tupac would die. He had already survived one shooting two years before. That time he took five bullets. Two of them were to the head. And yet he had checked himself out of the hospital the very same day. “I haven’t seen anybody in my twenty-five-year... career leave the hospital like this,” Dr. Leon Pachter, one of Tupac’s surgeons, had told reporters afterward.
But the Las Vegas shooting was much more serious. Knight and Tupac’s mother, Afeni, were at the hospital. Tupac couldn’t get out of bed. On his third day, doctors took out his right lung. They also gave him drugs to put him into a coma (deep sleep). They did so to keep him from trying to get out of bed and hurting himself. On the seventh day, he gave up the fight. Tupac died at 4:03 p.m. He was twenty-five years old.

“If I Die 2night”

News of Tupac’s death spread quickly. The crowd outside the hospital grew larger. Many of the mourners wept. Some stared blankly into space. Others spilled liquor on the ground in Tupac’s honor. A long line of cars circled the area. Many of them blasted Tupac’s music. The most popular songs were those about death, such as “If I Die 2night.”

Bullet damage: The black BMW Tupac and Marion Knight were in on September 7, 1996, sits in an impound lot a few days after the shooting.
Shakur left the hospital, surrounded by family. Knight showed no emotion as he pushed through the crowd. There was just one moment of anger. A friend of Tupac’s screamed at the hospital staff. He demanded to know why they’d let Tupac die. Hundreds of police officers made sure the mourning stayed peaceful. But there was no violence. There was just a feeling of deep sadness. “I hope you tell the truth about Tupac,” one young mourner told a reporter for *Rolling Stone*. “He was a hero to me, and he kept it real for the hood [neighborhood].”
The Rap About Tupac: Life of conflicting images comes to a violent end

From the Pages of USA TODAY

Stacy Bell wiped tears from her eyes as she stood before the makeshift shrine honoring slain rapper Tupac Shakur. “I’ve been upset all weekend,” said Bell, who works at AMC Music and Video store in San Bernardino, Calif., and helped create the memorial of photos, hats and 2Pac CDs. “I feel like he had a lot to still offer to the younger people,” said Bell, 25.

Whether the artist who overcame poverty to become one of gangsta rap’s biggest stars really was changing will never be known. But his Friday-the-13th death from respiratory failure and cardiopulmonary arrest in Las Vegas six days after being shot is once again raising questions about the controversial music and its influence.

“Many fans are acting like he was some type of hero or some type of martyr,” Tom Joyner, nationally syndicated radio host, said Sunday. “Fans should be asking themselves: ‘What can we learn from this?’ But many view him as a god. What does this say about our society?”

It says his music and life were as contradictory as the society it reflects. At the Brooklyn [New York] church Shakur attended as a teen, he was mourned Sunday as the victim of a society that destroys black youth. To others, he was written off as another violent rapper glorifying gangsta culture in his music—living by the lyrics, dying by the lyrics, getting what he deserved.

Shakur was riding with Death Row Records chief Marion “Suge” Knight Jr., 31, to a nightclub when he was shot four times. He was 25. Police say they have no suspects, no motive and no leads. No one from Death Row, including Knight, has commented on the case. The same goes for Interscope Records, distributor of Death Row, and MCA Music, the 50% owner of Interscope.

“Sometimes the lure of violent culture is so magnetic that even when one overcomes it with material success, it continues to call,” Jesse Jackson, who prayed with Shakur’s mother at the rapper’s bedside last Sunday, told The Los Angeles Times. “He couldn’t break the cycle.”

—Edna Gundersen; Bruce Haring; Ann Oldenburg; Contributing: Andre Montgomery
Son of a Panther
Tupac's mother was a leader in the Black Panthers, an African American political group of the 1960s. The Black Panthers worked to spread their message of “black power.” Afeni and twenty other Panthers had been arrested on April 2, 1969. They were called the New York 21. The police said the group had planned to blow up several places in New York.

While out on bail (money posted to get out of jail until trial), Afeni became pregnant. She was not sure who the father was. It may have been Billy Garland, another Black Panther. Or it may have been a local drug dealer, Kenneth “Legs” Sanders. At the time, Afeni was living with Lumumba Shakur. Shakur was another member of the New York 21. When he found out she was pregnant by another man, he kicked her out.

Afeni Shakur was born Alice Faye Williams. She was named after Alice Faye, a singer and movie star of the 1930s and 1940s. Afeni changed her name after joining the Black Panthers in the 1960s.
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FURTHER READING AND WEBSITES

Books


Websites

*All Music*
http://allmusic.com
This online resource allows viewers to look up musicians' biographies, discographies, and more. The site includes a profile of Tupac Shakur as well as a collection of album reviews.

*Alternative Intervention Models (AIM)*
http://www.hearteducation.org
This organization, founded by Leila Steinberg in 1998, provides programs that confront juvenile crime and drug use, as well as promote artistic expression.

*The Huey P. Newton Foundation—The Original Black Panther Party*
http://www.blackpanther.org
This website has information about the history of the Black Panther Party, including videos, virtual tours, and profiles of famous members.

*Official Tupac Site*
http://www.2paclegacy.com
Tupac's official site includes Tupac's quotes, photos, news, and more.

*Tupac Amaru Shakur Foundation*
http://www.tasf.org
The official home page of Tupac's foundation includes news about upcoming events, information about performing arts camps, a photo gallery, and more.

*Tupac Shakur Media*
http://www.youtube.com/user/TupacShakurRecords
The official Tupac YouTube channel features music videos, interview clips, and the *Tupac: Resurrection* documentary.

*Vibe*
http://www.vibe.com
*Vibe* magazine's website lets visitors check out hip-hop news, interviews, and videos.
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As USA TODAY, the Nation’s No. 1 Newspaper, puts it, “[Tupac] Shakur saw himself as both artist and urban soldier, battling the media, the law, the courts and rival rappers.” Tupac overcame poverty to become one of hip-hop’s biggest stars. His life, death, and music were all surrounded by controversy.

Raised by a single mother and ex-Black Panther in Harlem, Tupac grew up aware of the problems in society around him. His social conscience and creative talents made him a unique voice in rap music. He starred in several Hollywood films about the challenges of urban life. But Tupac also struggled with drug abuse, served time in prison, and faced extreme violence—including a shooting that took his life. Throughout Tupac Shakur’s career, he outraged some and inspired many. He continues to be known as one of the greatest rappers in the history of hip-hop.